
Re: COVID Update 07.17.20 
  
Greetings. 
  
We are getting ready for the start of the school year in August, and this 
is the first of several communications I will send to you about that and 
Courtney Christian School's preparations for reopening. 
  
The American Academy of Pediatrics recently said that children learn 
best when they are in school. We absolutely agree-children belong back 
in school. But we understand that returning to school in person 
requires care and attention to keep students, teachers, and staff safe. 
  
CCS is prepared to safely open and respond to health challenges as they 
arise. We have created a school decision tree that will allow us to work 
with local health officials throughout the school year. Please keep in 
mind that CCS' current plans and procedures are based on the 
information and recommendations currently available. These guidelines 
may change and will be updated as new information and guidelines 
become available from the Louisiana Department of Education, the 
Louisiana Department of Health and Hospitals, the Center for Disease 
Controls and Prevention, and other local, state, and federal authorities. 
  
Also, the Louisiana State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education 
adopted emergency rules based on CDC guidelines to provide minimum 
standards, policies, medical exceptions, and regulations to govern the 
reopening of schools this year. This was in an effort to ensure all 
students, teachers, and staff are protected as much as possible-as 
practical-from COVID-19. As required of all schools under BESE's 
purview, CCS adopted policies mirroring those adopted by BESE.  
  
Attached are the current guidelines and procedures CCS will follow 
when we return to school in August. As this is a fluid situation, there 
will be additional communications forthcoming from me with more 
updates and information. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to 
contact the school with any questions you may have. 
  
Sue Courtney  



 
Operations Policy and 

Procedures for 2020-21 

 
Current as of July 17, 2020, but to be update based on 

updated recommendations and guidelines.  
  

Student Health 
  

•  Upon arrival to school, teachers will take students' temperatures 
with an infrared thermometer. A temperature of 100.4° or above 
is considered a fever. Students with a fever will be required to 
return home.  

• Students will wash/sanitize their hands upon arrival.  
• Students will periodically wash/sanitize their hands throughout 

the school day. Hand sanitizer will be available for student use as 
needed.  

• Students will eat lunch in their classrooms, and they will not be 
allowed to share food. They will sanitize their hands before and 
after eating.  

•  Water fountains will be closed. Parents will need to send bottled 
water with students.   

• Students with a fever or any illness are required to stay home.  

Groups, Common Areas and Equipment, and Transitions 
  

•  Students in grades PreK - 2 will remain in static groups, and 
interaction between those static groups will be minimized.  

•  If students in Grades 3 - 8 are able to maintain reasonable 
physical distance, a group's composition may change during the 
day.  

•   Groups will be separated outdoors during PE and recess, but 
there will not be a physical barrier.  



•   Shared outdoor equipment and structures will be sanitized 
between groups' use.  

•   Hallways will be designated with directional flow paths to keep 
students separated and to minimize congregating of students. 

• The school facilities will be cleaned and sanitized throughout the 
day, with bathrooms being cleaned hourly.  

•    Students will remain in their respective classrooms until names 
are called for dismissal.  

  
 
Teacher and Staff Health; Visitors   
  

• All teachers and staff will have temperatures taken upon arrival.  
• Visitors will be limited to those with appointments, scheduled 

parent conferences, and IEP/504/SBLC meetings. All visitors will 
have their temperatures checked upon arrival.  

  
Face Coverings 
 
On July 11, 2020, Gov. John Bel Edwards issued an order mandating that 
all individuals ages 8 and older wear a face covering while indoors, with 
limited exceptions. The order is scheduled to expire on July 24, 2020, or 
it may be terminated sooner or extended further. As such, CCS will 
continue to monitor and update its procedures based on then-current 
medical recommendations and applicable guidelines. For the protection 
of all, face coverings for students, teachers and staff will be required 
during transitions and in the common areas such as hallways and 
foyers.  

 


